
Meat production requires relatively more land than crop production. Some 
people think that as land is becoming scarce, the world’s meat 
consumption should be reduced. What measures could be taken to reduce 
the world’s meat consumption? What kinds of problems might such 
measures cause? 

  Human activities have always been an enormous issue for the ecosystem and 
environment since the past. Although human beings’ needs have constantly ruined their 
environment, for a long time, the survival of the fittest/the resistance law of the evolved 
creature as humans should have been noticed. Humans as an omnivorous creature should 
have full variety of nutrients in their meal, hence their survival. Therefore, the balance of 
various nutrients must be struck. In addition, Proteins which are one of the important 
materials that should be taken by humans are extremely expensive compared to other 
dishes and to some extent dangerous for humans’ body, also need spacious land to for 
production, so some people are against the production of it. 

   To lessen the usage of animals’ proteins that brings about a lot of expenditures and 
attempt, there is a need of for governments’ contribution. They can advertlaunch ads to 
use more vegetable rather than meats. Moreover, the production of herbal proteins 
should be increased and also people should be warned to the demerit of the excessive 
usage of animal proteins which result in gout especially the usage of red ones. Some 
countries, for instance, India, the consumption of red meat automatically is low thanks to 
some religious idea and belief in which the cow is a sacred beast. 

   However, it is crystal clear that the body requires animals’ proteins for their metabolism 
and the lack of this cause many problems. On the other hand, there is other aspect of 
reducing the consumption of meat that say, perhaps, in some cases the population of 
beats might raise rise dramatically. The important aspect is that for solving the problem 
of land using, scientists with authorities can cooperate with each other and find other 
approaches like using space of free oceans by transferring some equipment and 
fundamentals of infrastructures to that those places for the sake of vacuum the land 
which is more useful for paddock instead of wind or sun farms to produce renewable 
kinds of energy.         

   In conclusion, elimination of meat is not acceptable by people with a lot of tastes 
around the world. Humans are omnivorous as the latest creature of evolution, although 
there are some opponents and environmentalists who claim that human beings had 
better be vegetarian as result ofin order to  protecting future of the Earth.  


